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FRICTION BETWEEN A LIQUID SURFACE AND A SOLID 
NOT WEtTED BY IT 

By D. S. SUBRf\HMANYAM, M.A. 
!;1 

ABSTRACT. Tf the narrow uniform st+n attache!l to an os('iIIating float is gh'en n thin 
coating of paraffin wax, th(' oscillations "e \'ery quickly damped an<l till' valut" of thf' 
logarithmic decrement increases as tht" amptiJude dl'rrpasl's. The hypotlwsis is made that this 
is due to friction hetWf'f'n the solid and thf' liquid, which is of the same nature as that betweell 
two solids in l"t'lative motion. Applying" the *nalysis of vibrations damped hy solid friction in 
addition to fluid friction to these oseil1ations, it has h('en possible to ('akulate the value F, of tht' 
limiting' kinetic fTil-tional for('e pt"r ('m. of the line of ('ontaet. The valnes obtained with 
three stems of diamt"ters 0.246 em., O.2g1 em. Ilnd 0360 cm. have heen (ound to hc practically 
uniform: 15.36, J-j.R6 nnd J5.42 dynes per em. respectively. Tr is also found that the valuc of 
this friction decn'ases nt low velocitics and that it is mnsidernhly red11ced bv contamination 
of the water surface, For rough surfaces it is found to bt, hig-her anrl, in addition, to sholl' 
a rise in value as the \-clodty increases. For palmitic acid JI is found to he 17.02 <lyt)('s 
per CUI., an <1 for stearic add 27.90 dynes per C\1), 

Th~se experim~nts confirm the hypothesis llIade hy Ada1l1 and Jessop, in regard to the 
hysterisis of ('ont'art angle, that it may ht' the effect of a fridional force, F. operating nlong 
the solid surface with equal intensity as thl' liquid n<1\'fllwes or rect"]cs, 

INTRODUCTION 

While working 011 the oscillations of a 110at for verifying Stokes' theory 
of a sphere oscillating in a liquid,' it was found that the damping was very 
high sometimes and the logarithmic decrement, ~, several times greater than 
the normal value (vide Tables I and 2). Another interesting observation was 
that the value of ~ increased as the value of the amplitude of oscillation 
became smaller. This is possible if the resistance offered to the motion of the 
float is independent of its velocity like friction between two solid surfaces in 
relative motion. This additional damping, 011 investigation, was found to be 
due to the contamination of the stem, for after repeated cleaning and washing 
of the stem, the damping was reduced to the uormal value. It thus became 
evident that if the surface of the stem is contaminated, the surface of water 
offers frictional resistance to motion across it. Contaminating the stem in a 
known manner-giving it a coating of paraffin wax, for example,-it should b~ 

" CO!Dmunicated by the IndiAn PhysicAl Rpl'iett, 
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possible to study this frictional resistance between the surface of water and 
paraffin wax. The present paper is the result of investigations made in this 
direction. 

This resistance to the motion of solid across the surface of water has a 
bearing on the angle of contact. 11 is found in the determination of the latter 
that the angle is much larger uSllully if the liquid is advancing than it is 
receding. This difference between the advancing and receding Bngles is calleq 
the 'hystcrisis' of the contact angle, and so far the cause of this hysterisis' 
is considered to be obscure.2 A(him and Jessop~ attempted to formulate the 
hysterisis as the cHect of a frictlonui force, F, operating along the surface with 
equal intensity when advancing and receding motions were just prevented. It 
can be easily shown that if jlL\ is the surface tension of the liquid, 6" and 6,1 arc 
the receding and advancing an,,{les n:spectively, 2F=jlJ.~ (Cos fin -Cos 6,,). They, 
however, consider the description to be 'formal' for 'it is difficuit to see how 
there can be a permanent frictional resistance to the llIotion of a liquid ovcr 
a soltd.' An alternative explanation adopted by 1110st writcrs is that the work 
of adhesion hetween the liquid and the solid surface is actually different for a 
dry surface and for one that ha!!l been wetted even for a short time. The results 
of the experiments reported herc go to show that the hypothesis of friction 
between the liquid surface and the solid is able to account for the large damping 
observed in the oscillation of the float in a satisfactory manner. The hypothesis 
of Adam ami Jessop may thereforc be takcn to be confirmcd hy these experiments 
and tht'ir dcsc:ription considered to be real and lIot merely formal. 

T H To: () S t' T L I, 1\ TIN (; F L ( ) :\ T 

'the experiment was condl1et('d 011 similar lines to the previous experiment 1 

on the verificatiou of Stokes'theory. The hollo\\' spherical hody of the float 

of diameter about 6" has a glass stem of diameter ahout 2.5 111111. and length 
about 25 cm. attached to it radially. The sphere is suitably loaded with lead 
shot so as to make the sphere go under water with a portion of the stem 
above the surface. At the top of the stem is attached a small pan ill which 
weights are placed to make the float sink to the desired point on the stem 
which is about its middle. A millimetre scale of length 10 cm. is attached to 
the stem below the pan and the turning points of the float as it oscillates up 
and down are read with the help of a reading telescope fro111 adistan('e of Ii 
metres. 'I'he tank of water in which the float oscillates is oval ill shape and 
is about S' x 3' x xi': It is kept in a closed rOO111 fronl which draughts of air are 
excluded. The float is initially kept displaced upwards from its equilibrium 
position and the wire attached to the top pan clamped between two vertical 
jaws. Releasing the clamp made the jaws go apart, when the fioat went 
40wp and o~i11ated. Tbis lllethod of startill~ was found to ~ as satisfactory 
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as the previous one in which the float was tied up by an unspun silk fibre 
and started to oscillate by burning it. The mdllOd has an advantage ill that 
the setting in the required position can be obtained more easily and speedily. 

Cieaning the water surface: Beforr obs~rvatiollS were made the water 
in the tank was made to overflow aud the snrface blown over from one side 
by an electric fan. This rendered the surface of water clean. 

The experiment was first couducted \Vlth a clean stem without a coatiug 
ami the damping observed. Paraffin;: wax was dissolved ill benzene and the 
soilltion then applied to the stem frol" top to bottolll by means of a 5111a11 brush 
previously cleaned in benzene to forma very thin layer. The experiment was 
repeated after the coating dried. 

Below are given typical sets of ot>servations of consecutive turnillg points 
f 

taken (I) with the cJeau stem and (2) With the stem coated with paraffin wax 
" 

Mean diameter of the spherical boay of the Boat: 7.71 CIII. 

Mean diameter of the stem : 0.246,CIIl. 

Period of oscillation: 51.6 sec. 

Turning Points 

13.31' l'm. 
10·72 
14,17 
18.99 
14·73 
Ii< 49 
IS 19 
1809 
IS 52 
17·77 

TAlJI.II I 

(With clean stem) 

Hxt~llt of Swing LogiOA 
r\ 

6.34 CIII. O.?k)21 

5·55 0.7443 
4.82 0.6830 
4·~6 06294 
3.76 05752 

3.30 05 185 
2·90 04624 
2·57 o·4°C)') 
2.25 0.3522 

0.0578 
0.0613 
00536 
u.o54z 
0.0567 
(J.oS61 
(),0525 
0.0577 

lIT ean of 4 similar oLsef\'atjon~ : 0.0,,66 Mean Valm:: 0.0562 

12.62 em. 
18.66 
14·37 
Ii·IS 

I 
15.66 i 

f 
~ I '-

S 16.05 I 

I 16.01 
160 5 

TABl.E 2 

(IV iill f>lllaffin ,vax coaiillg) 

6,04 ern. 
4· 2C) 

2.78 
1.4<) 

0·39 

0.04 

0.04 

0.j81O 
0.6325 
0-4440 

0.1732 

1.59I! 

2.6021 

2.60~I 

0.1485 
0 1885 
02708 
0·S8~1 

Q.\}890 

0.0000 

0.0000 
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It is seen from this table that 110t only i:> the logarithmic decrement much higher 
than that observed with the clean stem but it also increases gradually as the 
amplitude decreases, This goes on until the stage ~arked S is reached when the 
amplitude becomes very small and the oscillations are observed through the 

. telescope to continue for a time with much less damping, The oscillations thus 
appear to be divided into two series: the large oscillations with considerable 
damping and the small oscillations with much less damping, Further, it is found 
that the period of the large oscillations is very 1learly the same as that observed 
with the clean stem, 51'6 sec. in the above case, while the period of the small 
oscillations is much less, ollly about 18 sec. The cause for these small oscillatiolls 
is not quite clear. They may be due to the circulation set up in tLe water by the 
oscil1ation of the float which does 110t stop by the time the oscillations proper of 
the float die out, which happens ill a short interval of time in this case on account 
of friction. However, since tbis is a minute efiect and its nature has not been 
understood, the smal1 oscillations will be omitted from the presen t study and the 
considerable damping of the large oscillations taken up for investigation. 

Starting with an extent of swing equal to 6'04 CI1I. the large oscillations come 
to an end after 5 semi-oscillations. This large damping together with the fact 
that the damping is proportionately greater at stllaller amplitudes suggests that 
the resisting force responsible for this lIlay be constant ill maglJitude, reversing its 
sign at the end of every semi:oscilJation, as in the case of friction betwel':ll two 
solid surfaces. This bypothesis may be tested by applying the results obtained 
for oscillations damped by solid friction to these large oscillations, 

A N A L Y TIC A 14 S l' U D Y (J F V J n RAT ION S D A ~f P E D n Y 
SOLID FRICTION IN ADDITION TO 

FLUID FRICTION 

The values of the logarithmic decrement A of the float with a clean stem are 
foulld to be constant (vide Table I), which shows that the surrounding fluid ofJers 
a resistance which is proportional to its velocity. With the paraffin wax coating, 
resistance of the type of solid"friction is brought into play in addition, so that the 
effect of both fluid friction and solid friction on the vibrating body has to be 
considered. Jenkins and Thornas 4 have given a spiral construction to represent 
this kind of motion, extending that given by Rowell::' for the case of solid friction 
only, It will be assumed that the bulk of the liquid in which the float moves is 
at rest so that the relative velocity between the float and the liquid at a distance 
can be considered to be the velocity of tlle float x itself and the fluid friction to 
be cit, where c is a coustallt. The equation of motion may be written to be 

, . 
Mx= ±j-Rx-cx, 

R being the restoring force per unit displacement from the positio11 of equilibrium 
between the weiiht of the float and the upward thrust, and f the limiting kinetic. 
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frictional resistance. R is evidently equal to apg where a is the area of cross
section of the stem, p the density of the fluid, and g the acceleration due to 
gravity. M is the virtual l mass of U)e float. 

Writing p== VE and n= \rp2---_c~2' we find that when the fluid 
M . 4M 

2 2 
damping is not excessive so that p2>W".. or R >,~. the solution is 

~M' 4M2' 

and 

ct 

x= ±l +Ae -2M cos (nl+ e); 
R 

~. 

. -;1.1): L f x=- Ae n sm (t1i+e)+:- cos (nt+e) 
.; 2M 

where cos rp =!!. and sin rp = -_£,-. 
P zMp 

It should be noted that the sign of f is th~ same as - x. Also f is a limiting 
value and equation (1) ceasc:s to apply when x is zero. The constants A a11d € in 
equation (2) depelld upon the initial conditions. 

The motion is repre~ellted diagramatimlly in the figure. Starting the 

v 

t, 

-----4-----~~~~-----------

----\-----.... ;-----1r------.,,--

y 
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reckoning of time when the vibrating body is about to start from one extreme 
position, we have, if d 1 is the displacement at this i115tant, 

d 1 = 1 + A I cos Ii t 
R 

imd since the velocity ; is zero 

(6) 

from which it is seen that 

~:l =-I{J 

dl=£+A]cosl{J. (8) 

If VV be drawn making an angle -1> v.:ith XX, a point (1 taken 011 it so that 

OC] cos 1> = -i.. and a point D t so that c 1 D I = AI, it is seen tlidt the displaccment 

d 1 is given by the vertical projection 0 E 1 of oD 1 upon X X. A tallY subscq nent 
moment in the next half oscillatioll 

,-:=; f + A c ." R 1· 

d 

'M - cos (111-11) 

so that the displacel11Cllt at the till:e t Inay be derived from the vertical projection 
(/ 

f 1 . A - 21\1 I . I 1 I I' ~ I o t le rotatlllg ann 1(' W 11(' I revo ves at angn ar ve oClty 1/ allout t le 

centre C t, the extremity of the artll uescrihing an l!!juianguJar spiral. Anu 

c:t 

.\ =A).c 
f> 

2M .sin 11 t. (10) 

Thus values of ( - ; ) are given by the lellgt hs of the perpendicular projectors 

such as PQ from the extremity of the rotating arm OJ' 011 to YV. When the spiral 
cur ve intersects VY, the velocity of the vibrating mass is zero, the tangent to the 
spiral curve is horizontal and the vertical projection of the point of intersection 

gives the extreme displacement of the vibrating body. Thus ~ next reverses sign 

at DB when x==o, that is, when t=~ I so that for the next half oscillation, 
n 

changing the constants to meet the altered C011ditions, we have 

cl 
_ f ~ - 2M ( ) x- -if+l:I.s.e .cos nt+62 
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ct 

x=-p.Az·e 2M. sin (nf-+1-:2+'/»' (12) 

Commencing anew at the point of discontinuity for this half oscillation again, we 
have t=o at the instant represented by the point D 2 , so that, since both sets of 
equations :9) and (10), and (II) and (r2) must be satisfied for this point 

err 

A . () - zM~, x=-p. 2S1I1€;z+,/>=0='rP.AIC SIl17r 

or "2 =: (~-'/» 

and (15) 

err 

or 
I 

A:! cos(rr-'/»::iI~l +AI.e 
2MlI cos (rr - ,/» 

err 

i.C. -1\2 COS l' 
;d 
R -All' 

2MII 
.cos '/> 

err 

or ~f 2M" 1\2= -.~. +Ajc 
R cos,!, 

(r6) 

If we take a point l'2 now on the other side of YV, so that, (2°= - t ,it is seen 
R cos</> 

C'IT 

that c}D2=Alc 
2Mn , aud Thus '2 now 

d 

represents the centre of the oscillation and A 2c 21\1 II iii be the rotating arm of 

the spiral for the next half oscillation. In this way the constructioll may be 

continued, the centres of thl' spiral shifting from [1 to (2 <lnd1!ire ,'elsa l111til the 
spiral cuts the line VV at a point betweclI eland (2. when thc hody will come to 

rest. the restoring force now acting being balanced by the force of friction. For 
err 

this to happen, A .. e 2M» lllust bt! less than R_':!L or lllort! strictly speaking 
cos tp 

f + tL, where f, is the limiting value of statical friction and An is the value of 
Rcos rp 
the rotating radius at the beginning of the last half oscillation. 

The above investigation may now be extended to determine the positions 

corresponding to the centres of oscillation C1 and C2 from the turning points of 
the vibrating body. The value of the frictional force f can then be obtained. If 
E). E 2 , ... are the positions of the turning points, OE,=d], OE2 ... dl/, .... Draw 
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C] bl and c,b ll horizontal through C J and C2 cuttitlg the vertical through 0 in b 1 

and bll respectively. 

Then -

Similarly 

so that 

Again 

and 

nut 

ob1=oc, cos qJ=l. 

ob2= OC2 cos cp= L 
R 

2/ 
b1b'=R' 

b1E 1 =c1D1 cos rp=A 1 cos rp 

bIElI =C1D2 cos 1/1. 

Cl7' -- . 
cIDlI=Ale 2Mn 

el7' el7' 

blE 2 = Al cos rp c 2Mn=b1El.e2Mn [from (IOj] 

Cir 

EI E:=(b1 H 1 +b j E 2)=/JIE 1(1+C ~Mn). 

(17) 

(18) 

CIg) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

If the same osci11ating system can be studied without solid frictiotl aud if 
aI, a'l as , · .... • be the magnitudes of the successive swings from one turning point 
to the next obtained, then we have the case of damped simple harmonic m(}tion 
for which it is known that 

Cl7' 

=k=e2M; =eA 

where A is the logarithmic decrement of the system. If A be knowll, k can be 
calculated and 

or 
k bE =E Eft' -"-' 

I I 1 -Ck.+I) 

When the turning points 1£1 and E, are known, the value of blE} can be 
calculated from the above equation and the position of bl determined. SimiJarly 
if E., Ea are the turning points for the next half oscillation, it follows that 

k 
b2ElI == ElBa' (k + x) (28) 
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and the position of bJ call be determined. In this way the centre of oscillation 
for each half oscillation can be calculated, bJ and b2 b~ing obtained from alternate 
half oscillations. When the value of bibs is thus obtained, the value of the 

frictional force f is easily calculated from (19): U = blbs. 

APPLICATION 1'0 1'11, OSCILLATING FLOAT 

I:' 

The value of k corresponding to th' value of '\=0.0566 to base 10 as recorded 
in table I is 1.140. Applying the abov~ method of obtaining b. and b~ to the 
observations recorded in Table 2, We get the foliowing results :-

Turning Points , I Extent of Swing 
E1Eldc. 

--- .. ~,+ ••• ---------- -- ••••• --.--~----

12.62 cm. 

18,(6 

14,37 :178 

IS.tID 

" 

t 
TA\'LH 3 

-------------'" , '" ~~-'·~..!....~----'''·'--i--' 
16.05 Mean Values: C1 

C2 i\1 

C1C2 

16.365 cm. 

0.52 cm. 

The last half osdllation of the series is not included in the above calculations 
as the small oscillations that commence then introduce some uncertainty in the 
position of the last turning point. If the observed turning point 16.05 is accept. 
ed, the corresponding Value obtained for C1 will be 15.07 ern. The results 
obtained are of great significance. They show that the damping of the large 
oscillations is not an irregular phenomenon but it is the consequence of a 
systematic frictional force operating on the vibrating body. The experilllclIt is 

repeated; varying the initial position of start. The foliowing mean values at e 

obtained for e1eS ~ 

0.52 em. j 0.52 cm. ; 0.50 cm. ; 0.50 1.'lD. ; 0.51 cm.; 0.50 cm. ; 0·52 crn. 
0.52 cm. ; 0.49 CID. ; 0.49 cm. ; 0.50 cm. ; 0.52 em. 
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It should be noted that a millimetre scale is read through the telescope in 
the experiment so that tbe second decimal place recorded in the observations is 
an estimated value. The values of C j C2 may therefore be taken to be constant. 
The meau of all the above values is 0.51 cm. 

'!I.T Of f 1 I hOW 1 we put -_. equa to I, 
R 

and 

Hilt 

II = hi .~~ 
2 

f==H.h. 

]{ =apg 

where r is the radius of cross-section of the stelll. 

/=7ir2pgh 

A simple assumption that we may make in regard to f is that it acts along 
tlJe line of cpntad of tIle liquid surfac,~ and the stem and that it i!> proportional 
to the length of the line along which it acts. Then if F is the force per unit 
length 

or 

and 

F= ! 
21rT 

= .r:£~!! 
2 

(l) In the above experiment 

[frolll (29)J. 

r=0.123 COl. 

p= 1 gm. per c.c. 

g=979 em. per sec. per sec. 

I 0·51 
Z = ---_ .. ~ 0.255 em. 

2 

F= 0'1..2 3 x~..29]2._:><.<!~.2_s..:;. = 15.J6 dynes/cm. 
2 

The limiting value of tbe kinetic frictional force pel' I em. between 
paraffin wax and water is 15'36 dynes. 

(II) The experiment is repeated with a second glass stem of mean diameter 
0.296 em. A typical set of observations is given below: 

. Mean value of logarithmic decrement to base 10 : 0.0532. 

Corresponding value of k : 1.13% i Period =43.2 se('. 
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20.14 cm. 
18.03 
18 50 

1,(·44 
J7 28 

15.51 

16·40 
16.20 1 
16.23 I 
16.20 

flmall 
oscil1n
t-iOtls. 

7.11 em. 
S·47 
4.06 
2.84 
1.77 

0.20 

TABU: 4 

lhe! etc. I 
3.77 em. 

O.II 

C1 ('2 ('ICt 

-----~-.--

16.37 CI11. 

15.93 CI11. 0."" em. 
16·35 o·4~ 

15·94 0.41 
16·34 0.40 

15·98 0.36 
16.2<1 

0.3 I 

---il:"'~-" -_ .. ,-----,,----- -~--. '- -~-~'" ... ---.--- . -_.---

Mean Value of C)Cz (of the first four): 0.42 em. 

Mean values of /Jlb~ or 211 obtained'hy repetition of the expt:riment are: 
0.4 2 CIll.; 0.41 C111.; 0.41 em.; 0.41 em.; 0.41 cm.; o.,p CIII.; 0.40 CIlI. 

0.41 em. 
l\rean of these vallles : 0.41 CIll. 

11=0.205 em. 
Suhstituting these values in (30), we get 

F = _~~I48 x I x 979 x 0.20 5 
, 

=14.86 dynes per em. 

(IIIl Values obtained for a third stem: 

Mean diameter of the stelll 

l~ogarithlllic decrement to base HI : 

Value of k : 

Period of oscillation : 

U.36u CIII. 

u.u47~ 

I.1I5 
35.14 sec. 

Turning Points I Extent of SWin_~~ HICI e~ __ J ___ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~2- J __ ~~:~ ___ _ 
17.40 em. 
12.30 ('III. 

16.18 

13·33 
15·:17 
14.1i 

14·SlJ 
14.51 

14.58 

5.10 l'1II. 

3 88 
2.85 
J·94 
J .10 

2.69 Clll. 
~ OS 

1.5° 
1.02 

0.58 

14.7J CIlI. 
J4.35 cm. 

14·35 

Meau Value: 

036 ('U1. 

0.33 em. 
0.33 CUt. 
0.34 cm. 

o.~ Clll. 
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Mean values of b1b2 or 2h obtained by repetition are: 

0.34 cm. ; 0.34 cm. ; 0.36 cm. ; 0.36 cm. ; 0.35 cm. ; 0·35 cm. 

Mean of these values : 0.35 cm. 

:. h=0.I75 cm. 

F = 0.180 x I x 979 x 0.175 
2 

= 15.42 dynes per cm. 

Thus the values of the limiting kinetic frictional force obtained with the 
three stems respectively are 15.36 dynes per cm., 

14.86 dynes per cm. 

and 15.42 dynes per cm. 

The fair agreement between these values shows that the assumption made 
that this frictional force is proportional to the length of the line of contact is 
justifiable. 

Kinetic and Statical Friction:-From the theory of vibrations developed above 
it is to be expected that the float should come to rest at end of the nth semi-

err 

oscillation. when An e 2Mn is less than. J; f. - , f. being the limiting statical 

frictioll. The float, on the other hand, is found to execute small oscillatiolls. 
This variance is dUe to the short-coming of the theory. ill that 110 accotll1 t has 
been taken of the disturbance in the water of the tank which is produced by the 
oscillations. The centre of small oscillations, however, does not generally 
coincide with the point of normal equilibrium, 0, which is the mid-point of C 1C 2 • 

From Table 3, it is seen that the position of 0 is 16.II em., while the centre of 
small oscillations is 16.03 cm. Similarly ill Table 4 the centre of small oscillations 
is 16.22, while 0 is 16.15. It is also found that the centre of small oscillations 
may lie on either side of o. Since the Boat ultimately comes to rest at this centre. 
it is seen that the float can remain in equilibrium at any point within a small 
range on either side of 0, showing thereby that there is also a statical force of 
friction between paraffin wax and water. It is an interesting observation that a 
floating body can ha'Ve more than one position 0/ equilibrium if the liquid doe5 
not wet the surface a/the float. It has been possible, by trial, to keep the Boat 
with the 0.246 cm. stem in equilibrium at different points within a range of 2 111m. 
A satisfactory method has yet to be devised by which the range corresponding 
to statical friction can be accurately determined. 

Attention may also be drawn to another point which may be illustrated from 
Table 4. Values of C1C, obtained from the first 5 half oscillations are fairly 
con&~t or maybe con$id~eQ. to have a ver1sli~ht ,grad~ decrease"i but whfll 
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we come to the 6th half oscillation, for which the extent of swing is 0.89 em., 
there is a sudden and appreciable shift in the position of C 1 (IS'98) towards 
o (I6.I5), showing thereby that the value of kinetic friction has become less. 
The time for this half oscillation is 21.6 sec. so that the average velocity during 
this 111otion is 0.89/21.6 cm./sec. or 0.41 111m. per sec. This appreciable reduction 
in .the value of kinetic friction when the amplitude is reduced is a cQmmon 
observation in these investigations. 'his is another reason for omitting the last 

'large half oscillation ill the above l; calculations, from which the steady value of . ~ 

F is obtained. :; 
:~ 

Ablett's work :-Thcse obscrv:Jions arc in qualitative agreemellt with the 
results ohtained by Ablett r. for the rereding and advancillg contact angles between 
paraffin wax and \\'ater. Fr0111 the r~ation 2F = Yu (cos fI" - cos VA) it is pos"ible 

\ 
to calculate the value of the frictioljal force (kinetic) from the values of (in and (I, 

obtained by him, since YLA, the surfaJ tension of water, is known. Ablett tinds 
'c' 

that the values of the advancing aQd receding angles remain practically constant 
for speeds of 0.44 nl1n, per sec. and above, while for lower speeds the difference 
between the two angles is less. His values are as follows :-

TABI,E 6 

Velocity mm./sec. 9, OR 

"'~.---.-

0.1~73 .t09· - 24' 99°-34' 9°-50' 

0.1943 IlO - 31 gil -45 

0.1313 J 12 -R! 9i -5 

i Mean Values 

0.441 and above' I Il3 -9 96 -20 16 -49 

Assuming '}'LA to he 75 dynes per C111, the value of F corresponding to the 

mean values noted above is 
2F = 75 (cos 96" .12'-COS II3°·9') 

or _ 75 X 0.282 - 8 d / ' F - --- ' - 10.5 yues cm. 
2 

the value of the kinetic frictional force is ~herefore 10.58 dynes per cm. This is 
decidedly less than the values calculated from the float experiments. This may 
be due to the difference ill the nature of the surface of paraffin wax obtained 011 

the stem from that in Ablett's experiment. 'I'here may be also another cxplalla- ' 
tion for this difference. It is not stated ill his paper whether the surface of water 
is cleaned before making the observations. Any small contamination present 
on the surface of water is found to affect the value of this friction considerably 
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(as will be seen in the next section) and the lower value obtained by Ablett may 
also be due to a trace of contamination that might have been present jf the surface 
'was not cleaned. 

CON1'AMINATION OF THE WATER SURFACH 

Before the study of the effect of contamination is taken up the upper edge 
of the tank is given a coating of paraffin wax since it is found that reliable rcsults.· 
with thin films of fatty acids can be obtained under those conditions. The 
contamination is supplied by dissolving one drop of oleic acid in 6 c. c. of hem.ene 
and adding 4 drops of the solution to the surface of water in the tank. The 
vigorous spreading of the last benzene drop showed that the film was not 
cOlllpjete, for it was found previously that "hen the filtl1 is complete there is no 
vigorous spreading but the drop collects in the form of a lens and evaporates 
slowly. Results obtained with this a11l0unt of contamination arc givcn below. 
The experiment was conducted with the stem of diameter 0.246 cm. 

'J'urning Points 
. -_._-_ .. __ ... 

12.23 cm. 

19.2$ 

13·37 

18.28 

14·20 

17·59 

14.83 

17·02 

15·32 

16·57 

15·71 

16.19 

16.03 

and 

TABU! 7 

Hxtent of Swing E,C, !'tc . I c, 
_._-" " __ .H •• __ ---, ~ -_ .. --.---

7.02 cm. S.i5 em. 
T .... --l~.; I'm. 

5.88 

4.91 

4.08 

3·39 

2.,6 

2.19 

1.70 

1.25 

0.86 

0.48 

3.14 

2.02 

2.IR 

1.81 

1-47 

1.17 

0.91 

o 6i 

0.46 

026 

Mellu Vlllues : 

b1bSl =o.12 cm. 
h=o.06 cm. 

I 

F=O.I23 x I x 979 x 0.06 
2 

=3.61 dynes per cm. 

16.00 

15·97 

1,5·99 

c, 

16.10 

16.12 

. IIi.n 

16.11 

16.lt 
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The value of the kinetic frictional force is reduced to about one.fourth by the 
contam;nation. This shows how even a small amount of contaminatiol1 has a 
considerable effect 011 thc frictional force between the surface of watcr and paraffin 
wax. 

Pulmi~ic u-rid 

'rhe experiments were also condu¢lcd with coatings of palllliti(' acid auo 

stearic acid given to the stem (of diame*r 0.296 em.) in the same manner by 
dissolving in benzene These have th~ vroperty of sprea'ding on water unlike 
paraffin wax, and conditions of the watcl':~s\lrface as \Yell as the stem gradually 
alter as the float oscillates liP and d~,·n. Ohservations taken at the first start 

are given bdow : f: 

I 
Turuing roints I I<:xtent of Swing 

13:991.'111. 
19,('2 

I.<·4i 
17·74 
16.58 

16.R7 
16.82 

: -r 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

5.03 l'Ill. 

3·55 
2.27 
I.l~ 

'l'AalJ<: S 

F"l'>, etc. 

a.67 em. 
I.RR 
1.20 
0.61 

Mean Values: 

C, 

16.66 (·m. 
17.14 I'm. 

These values may be taken to be fairly constant. The mean value of IJ J [,2 

is 0.47 ClU. so that F is I.!qual to 17.02 dynes per cm. In subsequent oscillations 
the value of b 1 b2 is found to change gradually, the consecutive values in an 

experiment being 0.54 CIll., 0.51 cm. and 0.48 cm. respectively. 

Stea,ic acid' 

(lbservations of the first series of oscillations with a coating of stearic acid 

on the same stem arc as follows: 

U·30 em. 
19·28 
1.~.1l9 
17·]9 . 
15·55 

15.81 
15.76 

7.98 (~m. 
5·59 
3·50 
1.64 

'l'ABl,lt 9 

4.23 em 
2·97 
1.86 
0.87 

Mean values: 

, 

C, Cj 

15.53 CW. 

15·55 

15·54 , 

16.Jl CIlI. 

16·32 

.. -._ ... _----_._-_ .. _--
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The mean value of b1b2 is 0.77 COl. from which F is calculated to be 27.90 

dynes per CIll. a value much higher than that for paraffin wax or palmitic acid. 

ROUGH SURFACnS 

The experiments described above were worked on the day next to the 
onE.' on which the coating was given. This time was sufficient for the coating 
to dry. The values outained for kinetic friction were fairly uniform. But if 
the coated stem was allowed to stand exposed for some days, the nature of 
the surface was found to alter, it became more rough, and the friction 
increased. The values of II J b2 were, moreover, 110t uniform but showed 3n 
increase with increase in amplitude. Observations obtained with the stem of 
diameter o.2g6 cm. (normal value of b]b~=0'41 cm.) a week after the first 
experiments were performed are given below:-

TABLE 10 

__ ~~~rn~I~~_()in~~_1 Extent of Swing 

I 

1I.60 em. 6.37 em. 3.:;8 CIll. 14.98 em. 

17·97 4·,';8 ~·43 15.54 em. 0.56 em, 

3. 12 1.66 IS·OS 0,49 

1.8] 0·0 15·55 0.50 

(J·77 n." I 15. 11 0·44 

15·47 

15·35 

These are the types obtained whenever the surface is rough. It is thus a 
common observation that for rough surfaces the kinetic friction is 110t only 
greater Lut shows also a rise as the amplitude (i.e., the average velocity) 
increases. , 

FRICTION AND HYSTERISIS OF CONTACT ANGLE 

The reasults of the experiments described here are in close agreement with 
the observations on the hysterisis of contact ungle. The agreement with Ahktt'~ 

work has already been mentioned. The reduction ill the value of frictiol1 011 
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adding conta1l1ination to the surface of water can be deduced from the following 
equations; 

W BL =y", (I + cos 6), 

when W ST, is the work of adhesion between the solid and tile liquid, and 

2 F = Yr" (cos 8a - cos (), ). 

From equation (31) it follows that When 'YL' is lowered on account of the 
contamination, the contact angle (the re¢eding as well as the advancing) becomes 
less, since W"L cannot be altered by the change. These changes and the 
reduction in the value of "LA may be t~ken to be responsible for lowering the 
value of the friction. In the case qf rough surfaces also there is agreement. 
It is found that roughness of surfaces'ncreases the angle of contact and also 
the hysterisis. R The float experime.ts give the add-itirmal informatioll tllat 
kinetic friction increases with increase of velocity ill these cases instead of 
attaining a steady value as in the case of smooth surfaces. From these 
considerations it follows that there is a close correspondence between hysterisis 
of contact angle and friction. 

It becomes necessary therefore, in the light of these results, to reconsider 
the ideas entertained in regard to liysterisis. It appears doubtful \\ hether the 
explanation" that the work of adhesion hetween the liquid nnd the solid surface 
is actually different for a dry surface and for one that has been previously 
wetted even for a short time"· can be accepted. In the float experiments the 
surface of the stem which dves the receding angle as the float rises up must 
be considered to be one which has been wetted previously, but as S001l as 
the float reverses its motion and begins to siuk, it will have to he considered 
as one which is dry so as to give the advancing angle an explanation that 
is not convincing. Preference will therefore have to he given to the altcrnati\'e 
hypothesis of Adam v,,'hich postulates the same frictional force to be operating 
in both the cases and which further is amply Sllpported by the results of 

these experiments. 

FRICTION AND WnTTING 

In conclusion, the connection between friction and wetting may be pointed 
out. When the stem is clean, it is wetted by water and a thin layer of water 
adheres to it as it comes out of the surface. In subsequent movements water 
outside moves over this layer and there is little friction. With the paraffin 
wax coating, on the other hand, there may be no possibility for such a layer 
as the stem is not wetted and frictional force comes into play each time the 
water moves over the surface of paraffin wax. The absence of the adhering 
liquid layer next to the surface of the solid may therefor~ be considered to 
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be responsible for the friction observed when the liquid moves over the solid. 
Friction between a solid surface and a liquid is probably a general phenomenon. 
If such a view is taken, it should follow that even in the case of a solid 
that is ""etted by a liquid there is a frictional force operating when the liquid 
advances over the dry surface of the solid for the first time. The low 
values obtained for the rise of water in a capillary tube when the walls are. 
dry may he due to this cause. While there may be some douht in regard to 
this view that friction between a solid and liquid is general, there can be no 
u11certainty howe\'er as to its being present between a solid and u liquid that 
does not wet it, as is found with paraffin wax, palmitic acid and stearic acid. 

It may be noted in this cOIJnection that the place where the friet ion 
comes into play is not the whole area of contact between the liquid and the 
solid. The friction i:; mainly due to the relative motion between the solid 
slllface and the layer of liquid next to it, hut ill the case of liquids it is 
cOllllllonly understood that there is 110 slip hetween the solid and the layer of 
liquid next to it so long as the liquid is in contact with the ~olid. There 
can he this relative motion only at the place where the sllrface of the liquid 
is advancing or receding or over the solid, so that it may be said that the 
friction is between the surface of the liquid and the solid. Redllction in the 
value of friction when the surface of water is contaminated (which affects the 
surface aud not the body of liquid), and the result that the force of friction 
is proportional to the length of the line of contact lend support to this vic\\'. 
The title to the paper is givcIl accordingly. 

A. C. COI.LliCE, 
GllNTl'R. 
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